


Summary of Good Work Done 

SN Railway Subject Title Summary 
1 CLW Cost Reduction Innovative development for 

reduction in 
costing of set of 
connectors 

In 3-pahse locos, the VCU (Vehicle Control Unit) 
communicates to low voltage panel (SB) through 
hardwired connections. These connections (cables 
with connectors) were part of supply of SB1/SB2. 
The looms connect to these panels and get connected 
to VCU at the other end. With the introduction of 
three phase drive propulsion system the architecture 
for communication between VCU and the physical 
hardware interfaces has been changed by propulsion 
manufactures to suit their application. Some of 
propulsion manufacturers were supplying these cable 
with connectors as a part of scope of supply. This 
results wastage of cable and connectors supplied by 
SB1/SB2. The same has been examined that the 
supply and connection of these cable looms can be 
put into scope of supply of propulsion manufacturers 
for all make of propulsion system and the same has 
been deleted from scope of supply of SB1/SB2. This 
has reduced wastage of Cable and connectors and 
saving of man-hour for looming and connections. 
 

2 CR Cost Reduction Inhouse Prepared Pressurised 
Flushing System with improved 
performance and provision of air 
freshner 

LTT coaching depot currently having 152 numbers of 
coaches which are equipped with pressurized flushing 
systems of M/s IMI Norgern, M/s SPAC pneumatics, 
M/s Airflow, M/s Oasis, M/s Darshan and M/s Amit 
Engineers. 
 
During maintenance some design issues and some 
pro-long issues noticed on the above systems, in 
order to eradicate such issues LTT coaching depot 
developed a pressurized flushing system. Our in 
house developed pressurized flushing system is 
designed in such a way that it eradicates all 
drawbacks of the existing systems. 

3 CR Asset Management & 
Maintenance 

Setup for draining Air Spring and 
testing of FIBA during D2  
Schedule 

Issue:  No direct drain cock given for draining of Air 
Spring reservoir. Time consuming procedure to test 
FIBA of coaches, as there is FIBA on each trolly. 
There was cases of malfunctioning of FIBA enroute, 
to identify such cases testing of FIBA device is 
necessary.    Solution:   To reduce testing time and 
check if FIBA only gets activated after pressure of 
the Air spring reaches below 1kg/cm2, a device is 
made with gauge and drain cock. In every monthly 
schedule air spring coach is tested with this to ensure 
proper FIBA operation. With the help of this 
modification testing time is reduced also enroute 
detentions because of FIBA malfunctioning can be 
reduced. 

4 CR Asset Management & 
Maintenance 

Modification of Failure Indication 
and Brake Application Device 
(FIBA) pressure sensing pipeline 
on LHB coaches 

To reduce the problem of FIBA (Failure Indication 
and Brake Application) activation en-route due to 
failure of ferrule joints and air hoses of FIBA system 
in LHB coaches, a modification in the layout of 
pressure sensing line connecting air spring to FIBA 
was done in 137 LHB coaches of Mumbai Division. 
RCF Kapurthala has issued similar Carriage 
Alteration Instruction (CAI) based on feedback of 
Central Railway. 

5 CR Safety Improvement Development of Luggage 
compartment fire suppression 
system 

Luggage compartments are prone to catch fire. 
Luggage compartments are sealed after parcel 
loading hence fire suppression is likely to be delayed 
for opening of sliding doors and then use fire 
extinguishers to suppress fire.  
  
 NCC WB coaching depot has developed a prototype 
model for discharging DCP fire extinguisher fumes 
inside guard compartment in such emergency through 
a pipeline from the Guard compartment. 
The system has been provided on luggage 



SN Railway Subject Title Summary 

compartment of coach no. CR 04704 SLR of train no. 
01205/06 Vidarbha Express on trial. 

6 CR Others Indian Railway online training 
website. 

IORT is an online training website developed for the 
purpose to educate, guide and keep the employees 
updated about the knowledge, rules and regulation 
related to their work. 

7 MCF Safety Improvement Fixture development for Milling 
Machine 

Fixture is developed for the machining of safety stop 
plate and upper box to increase production rate. 

8 MCF Safety Improvement Safety Guard of CTRB Designed and fabricated a new design of safety guard 
of CTRB to avoid damage to CTRB. 

9 NFR Energy 
Conservation/Environment 
Improvement 

Fabrication of first battery 
powered Motor Trolley used 
during track inspection on IR 

APDJ Division of N.F. Railway has fabricated first 
prototype of Battery Operated Motor Trolley, which 
are used for track inspection by inspecting officials 
from Engineering/ S&T and other departments. This 
has been made by two young officers namely, Mr. 
Siddharth Guleria, ADEN/West/APDJ and Mr. Lalit 
Prakash Singh, DEE/G/APDJ with their team of two 
Supervisors and four staff with the support of local 
workshop in Alipurduar. 

10 NWR Digital Initiatives SATGURU- Signaling Assets 
Guide for Reliable Upkeep 

Signal & Telecom Department of Ajmer Division, 
North Western Railway presents completely in-house 
developed android application SATGURU. It is a 
platform where one can get all latest RDSO/ Camtech 
Handouts for various Railway Signalling Equipment, 
Policy circulars of Railway Board and NWR, Latest 
RDSO TANs, Drawing and Specifications, Codes 
and Manuals pertaining to Signal along with Search 
and download facility inside app. 

11 NWR Operations Improvement Test Bench for  functional check 
of Self Staters of DPCs 

Self Starter Functional Check test bench developed in 
house using in-house material. 
  
 MATERIAL USED: 
  
 1. Lead acid batteries (8V, 500Amp) -- 03 Nos. 
   2. Push Button   -- 01 No. 
  3. Switch Magnetic -- 02 Nos. 
  4. Indication Lamp -- 01 No. 
  5. DC Ampere Meter (0 to 1000 Amp) -- 01 No. 
  6. DC Circuit breaker 200 Amp -- 01 No. 
  7. DC Voltmeter (0 to 50 Volts) -- 01 No. 
  8. Self Starter (For test) -- 02 Nos. 
  9. Fabricated stand for fitment of item -- 01 No. 

12 NWR Asset Management & 
Maintenance 

IoT based Predictive maintenance 
System 

The maintenance of the signalling gears is becoming 
a tough job for engineers day by day. Hence moving 
from reactive and periodic maintenance to proactive 
and predictive maintenance with the help of 
IoT(Internet of things) and Artificial Intelligence. 

13 SECR Cost Reduction Development of circuit for virtual 
hard reset of axle counter with 
capability of ,only hard reset 

When Digital Axle Counter of CEL make is installed 
in berthing section without any stand-by ecNipment, 
then by current practice, even after giving line 
verification, train can be admitted only on calling-on 
signal as the equipment goes in preparatory reset 
mode. 

14 SECR Cost Reduction Double ended CTRB mounting 
machine 

Comparing the productivity of single ended CTRB 
mounting machine vis-à-vis double ended CTRB 
mounting machine for outturn of 500 wagons/month, 
saving of about Rs. 9.5 lacs/month can be achieved. 
 

15 SER Cost Reduction In-house innovation of VCD Test 
Unit for M/s. FTRTIL make E-70 
Brake System of 3-Phase 
Locomotives. 

Vigilance Control Device (VCD) is a safety device 
for locomotives. VCD provided under locomotives to 
monitor the alertness of the Loco Pilot. In absence of 
normal driving function or acknowledgement at 
specified interval, the device will activate emergency 
brake application after the audio visual warning. On 
safety point of view to ensure reliability of VCD; 
ELS/SRC has developed a VCD Test Unit for testing 
of VCD in 3-phase locomotives. 



SN Railway Subject Title Summary 

16 SER Asset Management & 
Maintenance 

TEST BENCH FOR MVR, 
TIMER, FDU AND EARTH 
FAULT RELAY OF THREE 
PHASE LOCOMOTIVE BY 
ELECTRIC LOCO SHED, 
BOKARO 

This test bench is used for testing and checking 
functions of MVR, TIMER, FDU and EARTH 
FAULT relay of three phase locomotive. 

17 SER Asset Management & 
Maintenance 

TEST BENCH FOR CCB 
BRAKE SYSTEM OF THREE 
PHASE LOCOMOTIVE BY 
ELECTRIC LOCO SHED , 
BOKARO 

This test bench is for testing and checking functions 
of brake valve, VCD, EBV, pressure switches and 
computer system of CCB brake system. 

18 WCR Energy 
Conservation/Environment 
Improvement 

Modification in Water filling 
arrangement in LHB rakes done 
by Mechanical(C&W)/Ratlam 

Need:   § Due to the existing design of overflow 
outlet in LHB coaches, during watering of coaches at 
En-route stations, there is no direct indication for 
overflow to the water filling staff because water gets 
overflow on opposite side of coach.   § Due to 
delayed indication, water gets continuously 
overflowing to the drain/track till gets observed 
(wastage of water)  § Also the height of overflow 
outlet is higher than platforms, due to which in 
overflow condition, water splashes directly on the 
platform and causes inconvenience to the passengers 
and may also cause an accident due to skidding.   § 
Therefore, to prevent such wastage of water and also 
to ensure the convenience and safety of passengers on 
platform during watering of coaches, a modification 
in the overflow outlet system in LHB coaches has 
been ventured at IND depot 

19 WR Asset Management & 
Maintenance 

In-House Development of Speed 
sensor Test bench for live testing 
of speed sensor on motor of 
WAP7 and WAP5 locos 

The Test Bench is used for live testing of speed 
sensor on motor of WAP7 and WAP5 loco and 
testing of speed sensor along with ensuring correct 
gap between PGR ring and tip of speed senor. 

20 WR Safety Improvement Next signal alert device in driving 
cabs of EMU rakes fitted with 
M/s MEDHA electrics. 

To avoid SPAD cases, vital safe device named as 
Next Signal Red Alert Device (NSR-AD) have been 
provided in driving cabs of EMU rakes fitted with 
M/s Medha Electrics. 

21 WR Cost Reduction Interchangeability of M/s Medha 
and M/s Laxvan speedometer 
provided in EMU rakes 

M/s Laxvan and M/s Medha make Speedometers 
were not interchangeable in Bombardier electrics 
fitted EMU rakes due to mismatch of digital output 
connector and changing the connectors would require 
grounding of rake. 

22 WR Operations Improvement Installation of ACP isolation 
MCB in every conventional 
DMCs to reducing of 
malfunctioning of ACP and earth 
faults 

Conventional MEMU rakes are provided with ACP 
MCB to isolate ACP of particular coach in case of 
malfunctioning and earth fault. Due to this MCB 
provision by MEMU Shed affected DMC with earth 
fault/ malfunction in ACP circuit can be individually 
bypass and ACP in all other coaches in rake will be 
working normal. This will thus ensure passenger 
safety as complete ACP arrangement of rake will be 
working and in case of emergency passenger can 
avail the ACP facility and train can be stopped 
accordingly by motorman. 

23 WR Operations Improvement Additional arrangement to 
provide uninterrupted battery 
supply to Aux Control unit in 
case of Battery Direct Fuse failure 
or in case of Battery failure / 
Rundown condition. 

Previously Aux computer unit supply is getting from 
BD Only & Now Aux computer Unit Getting Supply 
from both BD & BN Supply. In case of failure in 
Battery or BD Fuse no Impact on ACU, Now ACU 
will work uninterrupted with BN Supply. 

24 WR Operations Improvement In house Manufacturing of 
Adaptor Bolt for bearing 
extractor. 

In house Manufacturing of Adaptor Bolt for bearing 
extractor. It is Minimize Breakdown and reducing 
operating cost. 
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Railway Chittaranjan Loco Works

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work Innovative development for reduction in costing of set of connectors

Summary

In 3-pahse locos, the VCU (Vehicle Control Unit) communicates to low voltage panel (SB) through hardwired connections. These
connections (cables with connectors) were part of supply of SB1/SB2. The looms connect to these panels and get connected to VCU
at the other end. With the introduction of three phase drive propulsion system the architecture for communication between VCU
and the physical hardware interfaces has been changed by propulsion manufactures to suit their application. Some of propulsion
manufacturers were supplying these cable with connectors as a part of scope of supply. This results wastage of cable and connectors
supplied by SB1/SB2. The same has been examined that the supply and connection of these cable looms can be put into scope of
supply of propulsion manufacturers for all make of propulsion system and the same has been deleted from scope of supply of
SB1/SB2. This has reduced wastage of Cable and connectors and saving of man-hour for looming and connections.

Detailed Description

In Three Phase Electric locomotives, the VCU (Vehicle Control Unit) communicates to low voltage panel (SB) through hardwired
connections. These connecting looms (cables with connectors) are presently part of SB1 and SB2 panels and are connected to these
panels on one end and get connected to VCU through set of connectors at the other end. With the introduction of three phase drive
propulsion system comprising of IGBT based SR and BUR, VCU and DDU. The architecture for communication between VCU and
the physical hardware interfaces has been changed by propulsion manufactures to suit their application M/s. ABB and M/s. CGPISL
is using CDAC based TCN VCU which is identical to MICAS VCU. M/s. BHEL is using Strukton make TCN VCU which is having
same interface as per MICAS VCU. Hence in their case there is no change in wiring scheme (original scheme) and the looms for
connection between SB panel and VCU is being done as per the earlier scheme. M/s. Medha is using circular couplers and M/s.
BTIPL is using only 25 pin Sub-D connector for VCU interface with SB panels. Hence in their case of the looms for connection
(including cable/connectors) is being provided by them with the propulsion system. As a result the cable/connectors already
purchased with SB panels were getting surplus. Hence it is made a part of scope of supply of propulsion for all make of propulsion
system and the same has been deleted from scope of supply of SB1/SB2 panel to eliminate wastage of surplus material.

Impact/Benefits

Total saving per loco is Rs. 52,336.83/- Annual saving for 980 locomotives (CLW+BLW+DMW) F.Y 21-22 = Rs. 5,12,90,093.40/-
Manpower cost for work at CLW = Rs. 1,80,941.07/- Annual saving for 500 Locomotives CLW F.Y. 21-22= Rs. 9,04,70,535/- Grand
Total saving F.Y. 21-22= Rs. 14,17,60,628.4/-
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Innovative development for reduction in costing of set of connectors 

1. In Three Phase Electric locomotive
low voltage panel (SB) through hardwired connections. 
with connectors) are presently part of SB1 and SB2 panels and are connected to these 
panels on one end and get
 

 
2. With the introduction of three phase drive propulsion system comprising of IGBT based 

SR and BUR, VCU and DDU. The architecture for communication between VCU and the 
physical hardware interfaces has been changed by propulsion manufactures to suit their 
application. 

 M/s. ABB and M/s. CGPISL is using CDAC based TCN VCU which is identical 
to MICAS VCU.

 M/s. BHEL is using Strukton
per MICAS VCU. Hence in their case there is no change in wiring scheme 
(original scheme) and the looms for connection between SB panel and VCU is 
being done as per the earlier scheme.

 M/s. Medha is using circ
connector for VCU interface with SB panels. Hence in their case of the looms for 
connection (including cable/connectors) is being provided by them with the 
propulsion system as shown in figure below. 
already purchased with SB panels were getting surplus.   
 

The hardwired connections have
manufacturers as shown: 

 

Connections at VCU

Innovative development for reduction in costing of set of connectors 

In Three Phase Electric locomotives, the VCU (Vehicle Control Unit) communicate
low voltage panel (SB) through hardwired connections. These connecting looms (cables 

are presently part of SB1 and SB2 panels and are connected to these 
panels on one end and get connected to VCU through set of connectors

 
              
           

introduction of three phase drive propulsion system comprising of IGBT based 
SR and BUR, VCU and DDU. The architecture for communication between VCU and the 
physical hardware interfaces has been changed by propulsion manufactures to suit their 

M/s. ABB and M/s. CGPISL is using CDAC based TCN VCU which is identical 
to MICAS VCU. 

M/s. BHEL is using Strukton make TCN VCU which is having same interface as 
per MICAS VCU. Hence in their case there is no change in wiring scheme 
(original scheme) and the looms for connection between SB panel and VCU is 

done as per the earlier scheme. 

M/s. Medha is using circular couplers and M/s. BTIPL is using only 25 pin Sub
connector for VCU interface with SB panels. Hence in their case of the looms for 
connection (including cable/connectors) is being provided by them with the 
propulsion system as shown in figure below. As a result the cable/connectors 
already purchased with SB panels were getting surplus.    

connections have been changed in propulsion system supplied by various 

 
 

Connections at VCU    Hardwired Connecting Looms

Innovative development for reduction in costing of set of connectors  

he VCU (Vehicle Control Unit) communicates to 
These connecting looms (cables 

are presently part of SB1 and SB2 panels and are connected to these 
connected to VCU through set of connectors at the other end. 

introduction of three phase drive propulsion system comprising of IGBT based 
SR and BUR, VCU and DDU. The architecture for communication between VCU and the 
physical hardware interfaces has been changed by propulsion manufactures to suit their 

M/s. ABB and M/s. CGPISL is using CDAC based TCN VCU which is identical 

make TCN VCU which is having same interface as 
per MICAS VCU. Hence in their case there is no change in wiring scheme 
(original scheme) and the looms for connection between SB panel and VCU is 

ular couplers and M/s. BTIPL is using only 25 pin Sub-D 
connector for VCU interface with SB panels. Hence in their case of the looms for 
connection (including cable/connectors) is being provided by them with the 

As a result the cable/connectors 

been changed in propulsion system supplied by various 

 

Hardwired Connecting Looms 



 
3. After reviewing the documents it is found, following items as tabulated 

from SB panels to MICAS VCU. However these items are different in case of M/s 
MEDHA and M/s BTIPL propulsion system and can be avoided duplication. Hence it is 
made a part of propulsion.  

 
SN Description 

1. 17 pin Sub-D connector female
(411.AJ, 411.CJ, 412.AJ, 412.CJ)

2. 9 Pin Sub-D connector female 
(411.XG, 411.XI, 381.7D, 381.7F and 381.7H)

3. 15 Pin Sub-D connector female 
(411.JA, 411.JD, 411.JJ, 411.LA, 411.LD, 411.LJ, 411.NI, 
411.OA, 411.OD, 411.OJ, 411.QA, 411.QD, 411.QJ, 
412.JA, 412.JD, 412.JJ, 412.LA, 412.LD, 412.LJ, 412.NI, 
412.OA, 412.OD, 412.OJ, 412.QA, 412.QD, 412.QJ)

4. 25 Pin Sub-D  
(411.JG, 411.LG, 411.OG, 412.J

5. 4GKW-AX 2.5 sq.mm single core cable
6. 3GKW 0.5 sq.mm single core cable RED
7. 9X0.5 sq.mm SCR cable

 

4. With this modification which was also leading to extra manhour 
modification, these items have been saved and benefits are as follows:
 

Sl. No. Description

1.  CAB 4 GKW-AX 2.5 1800 V BK

2.  CAB - 3GKW- 0.5 FLEX RED

3.  CAB 9 x 0.5 SCR 

4.  
CONNECTOR / SUB D PLUG 25 P 
D- SUB 

5.  
CONNECTOR / PLUG, 15P D
SIZE-2  

6.  
CONNECTOR / PLUG, 17P D
SIZE-3  

7.  ST. 9P D-SUB GR1 / 

 
 

 

After reviewing the documents it is found, following items as tabulated 
from SB panels to MICAS VCU. However these items are different in case of M/s 
MEDHA and M/s BTIPL propulsion system and can be avoided duplication. Hence it is 

art of propulsion.   

Qty./Loco

D connector female 
(411.AJ, 411.CJ, 412.AJ, 412.CJ) 

D connector female  
(411.XG, 411.XI, 381.7D, 381.7F and 381.7H) 

D connector female  
411.JD, 411.JJ, 411.LA, 411.LD, 411.LJ, 411.NI, 

411.OA, 411.OD, 411.OJ, 411.QA, 411.QD, 411.QJ, 
412.JA, 412.JD, 412.JJ, 412.LA, 412.LD, 412.LJ, 412.NI, 
412.OA, 412.OD, 412.OJ, 412.QA, 412.QD, 412.QJ) 

(411.JG, 411.LG, 411.OG, 412.JG, 412.OG, 412.QG) 
AX 2.5 sq.mm single core cable 28.80 meter

3GKW 0.5 sq.mm single core cable RED 1040.40 meter

9X0.5 sq.mm SCR cable 

With this modification which was also leading to extra manhour 
modification, these items have been saved and benefits are as follows:

Description 
Decreased Unit Rate

Qty/Loco (in Rs) 
approx 

AX 2.5 1800 V BK 28.8 45.57

0.5 FLEX RED 
1040.4 
Meter 

17.64

 2.8 Meter 222.05
CONNECTOR / SUB D PLUG 25 P 6 Nos. 800 

CONNECTOR / PLUG, 15P D-SUB, 26 Nos. 800 

CONNECTOR / PLUG, 17P D-SUB, 4 Nos. 800 

SUB GR1 / CONNECTOR 5 Nos. 650 
Total 

 

After reviewing the documents it is found, following items as tabulated below were used 
from SB panels to MICAS VCU. However these items are different in case of M/s 
MEDHA and M/s BTIPL propulsion system and can be avoided duplication. Hence it is 

Qty./Loco 

4 nos. 

5 nos. 

26 nos. 

6 nos. 

28.80 meter approx 
1040.40 meter approx 

3.75 meter approx 

With this modification which was also leading to extra manhour for necessary 
modification, these items have been saved and benefits are as follows: 

Unit Rate Total 
(in Rs) 

 
(in Rs) 

45.57 1,312.416 
17.64 18,352.66 

222.05 621.74 
 4,800.00 

 20,800.00 

 3200.00 

 3250.00 
52,336.82/- 



Total saving per loco is Rs. 52,336.83/- 
 

Annual saving for 980 locomotives (CLW+BLW+DMW) F.Y 21-22 = Rs. 5,12,90,093.40/- 
 

Manpower cost for work at CLW = Rs. 1,80,941.07/- 
 

Annual saving for 500 Locomotives CLW F.Y. 21-22= Rs. 9,04,70,535/- 
 

Grand Total saving F.Y. 21-22= Rs.  14,17,60,628.4/- 
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Railway Central Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work Inhouse Prepared Pressurised Flushing System with improved performance and provision of air freshner

Summary

LTT coaching depot currently having 152 numbers of coaches which are equipped with pressurized flushing systems of M/s IMI Norgern, M/s SPAC pneumatics, M/s
Airflow, M/s Oasis, M/s Darshan and M/s Amit Engineers. During maintenance some design issues and some pro-long issues noticed on the above systems, in order to
eradicate such issues LTT coaching depot developed a pressurized flushing system. Our in house developed pressurized flushing system is designed in such a way that it
eradicates all drawbacks of the existing systems.

Detailed Description

LTT coaching depot currently having 152 numbers of coaches which are equipped with pressurized flushing systems of M/s IMI Norgern, M/s SPAC pneumatics, M/s
Airflow, M/s Oasis, M/s Darshan and M/s Amit Engineers. During maintenance some design issues and some pro-long issues noticed on the above systems, in order to
eradicate such issues LTT coaching depot developed a pressurized flushing system. Our in house developed pressurized flushing system is designed in such a way that it
eradicates all drawbacks of the existing systems. Benefits of our in-hose developed pressurized system is described below. 1. Contamination of solid particles inside the
pressurization cylinder. Existing systems not having any filters to avoid the contamination of solid particles inside cylinder, which leads to damaging of sealing rubbers,
cylinder pistons and it also leads chocking of lavatory pan nozzles. In order to sort out this issue we equipped a well dedicated strainer between the input water supply
which resists the solid particles in its filter itself. 2. Decaying of cylinder?s piston In existing systems cylinder?s piston is made of aluminum casting (actual material is
to be confirmed by OEM), due to contamination of solid particles and cavitation cylinder?s piston starts decaying and it leads to continues leakage of water through the
silencer port. In order to sort out this piston made of stainless steel is procured in our system and the piston made of machining not casting. 3. Frequent failure of water
locking unit A Y type spring operated water locking unit provided in the existing systems to stop water flow into the lavatory pan as system is designed is such manner
that cylinder will always be filled with water in stable condition, The spring of WLU is getting failed within 1 to 2 months after commissioning of system, this causes a
continues water flow in the lavatory pan. Our developed system not having any water locking, here cylinder will suck water only during flushing in stable condition
cylinder will be empty. 4. Issues related to electric supply Currently existing electro pneumatic systems operates in 110V DC supply, and various electric fittings like
switch, solenoid valve and timer etc. are dangerously prone to get wet due to its current location and kept open not secured, because of this several incidences of electric
shock have been experienced by our staffs, flush switch is also working at 110V DC any short circuit may compromise the safety of passenger. In order to short out these
issues our system and its components operates in 24V DC power supply only and electric components are fitted in a closed control panel box made of IP 67 rated
material due to this our electric components are not prone to short circuit and getting wet. 5. Easy accessibility of spares Existing system?s spares and materials are to
be purchase only through OEM, but our system is developed by locally available spares and materials due to this benefit we are not supposed to wait for any OEM?s
supply we can purchase all spares in local market itself. 6. Provision of manual flushing Currently existing and arriving pressurized flushing systems functions only
when both FP pressure and power supply exist, incase if any of the one got failure then the system will be nonfunctional until both get restored, in order to overcome
the issue, we provided a manual emergency flushing in our system which can be operated at all occasions. 7. Provision of air freshener which An air-freshener system is
synchronized with our pressurized flushing system which operates during every flushing cycle, an output port from solenoid valve is connected with air freshener
system, by which during every flushing cycle FP pressure will flow into air freshener nozzle which is coupled with air freshener container, air freshener liquid shall be
refilled in the air-freshener container. 8. Costing Currently Parel workshop procuring pressurized flushing (Electro Pneumatic operational pressurized flushing system
with no additional fittings) for Rs 33846 per system as per CA No. PR-LHB-PFS-19-20-441B Dated 13/8/2020. Our system also electrically operated electro pneumatic
operational system which consist of some extra fittings such as air freshener system which acts during every flushing cycle and manual emergency system which can be
operate in case system, FP pressure, electricity failure. By providing all these extra features our system costing of Rs. 25350 only, which is Rs. 8496 lower than existing
Parel?s rate we can save Rs. 33984 in a single coach. This system is installed on 07/04/2021 and we are monitoring performance of it from last 3 months. Working very
satisfactorily. Once performance of same will be validated same will be processed for mass implementation.

Impact/Benefits

Benefits of our in-hose developed pressurized system is described below. 1. Contamination of solid particles inside the pressurization cylinder. 2. Decaying of cylinder?s
piston 3. Frequent failure of water locking unit 4. Issues related to electric supply 5. Easy accessibility of spares 6. Provision of manual flushing 7. Provision of air
freshener which 8. Costing
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Inhouse Prepared Pressurised Flushing System with improved performance and 
provision of air freshner: 

LTT coaching depot currently having 152 numbers of coaches which are equipped with 

pressurized flushing systems of M/s IMI Norgern, M/s SPAC pneumatics, M/s Airflow, M/s 

Oasis, M/s Darshan and M/s Amit Engineers. 

 

During maintenance some design issues and some pro-long issues noticed on the above 

systems, in order to eradicate such issues LTT coaching depot developed a pre ssurized 

flushing system. Our in house developed pressurized flushing system is designed in such a 

way that it eradicates all drawbacks of the existing systems. Benefits of our in-hose 

developed pressurized system is described below.  

1. Contamination of solid particles inside the pressurization cylinder. 

 Existing systems not having any filters to avoid the contamination of solid particles 

inside cylinder, which leads to damaging of sealing rubbers, cylinder pistons and it also leads 

chocking of lavatory pan nozzles. 

 In order to sort out this issue we equipped a well dedicated strainer between the 

input water supply which resists the solid particles in its filter itself.  

2. Decaying of cylinder’s piston 

 In existing systems cylinder’s piston is made of aluminum casting (actual material is 

to be confirmed by OEM), due to contamination of solid particles and cavitation cylinder’s 

piston starts decaying and it leads to continues leakage of water through the silencer port.  

 In order to sort out this piston made of stainless steel is procured in our system and 

the piston made of machining not casting. 

3. Frequent failure of water locking unit 

 A Y type spring operated water locking unit provided in the existing systems to stop 

water flow into the lavatory pan as system is designed is such manner that cylinder will 

always be filled with water in stable condition, The spring of WLU is getting failed within 1 to 

2 months after commissioning of system, this causes a continues water flow in the lavatory 

pan. 

 Our developed system not having any water locking, here cylinder will suck water 

only during flushing in stable condition cylinder will be empty.    

4. Issues related to electric supply 

 Currently existing electro pneumatic systems operates in 110V DC supply, and 

various electric fittings like switch, solenoid valve and timer etc. are dangerously prone to 

get wet due to its current location and kept open not secured, because of this several 

incidences of electric shock have been experienced by our staffs, flush switch is also working 

at 110V DC any short circuit may compromise the safety of passenger. 

 In order to short out these issues our system and its components operates in 24V DC 

power supply only and electric components are fitted in a closed control panel box made of 

IP 67 rated material due to this our electric components are not prone to short circuit and 

getting wet. 

5. Easy accessibility of spares 

 Existing system’s spares and materials are to be purchase only through OEM, but our 

system is developed by locally available spares and materials due to this benefit we are not 

supposed to wait for any OEM’s supply we can purchase all spares in local market itself.  

6. Provision of manual flushing 

 Currently existing and arriving pressurized flushing systems functions only when 

both FP pressure and power supply exist, incase if any of the one got failure then the system 



will be nonfunctional until both get restored, in order to overcome the issue, we provided a 

manual emergency flushing in our system which can be operated at all occasions. 

 

7.  Provision of air freshener which  

 An air-freshener system is synchronized with our pressurized flushing system which 

operates during every flushing cycle, an output port from solenoid valve is connected with 

air freshener system, by which during every flushing cycle FP pressure will flow into air 

freshener nozzle which is coupled with air freshener container, air freshener liquid shall be 

refilled in the air-freshener container.      

8. Costing 

 Currently Parel workshop procuring pressurized flushing (Electro Pneumatic 

operational pressurized flushing system with no additional fittings) for Rs 33846 per system 

as per CA No. PR-LHB-PFS-19-20-441B Dated 13/8/2020. 

              Our system also electrically operated electro pneumatic operational system which 

consist of some extra fittings such as air freshener system which acts during every flushing 

cycle and manual emergency system which can be operate in case system, FP pressure, 

electricity failure. By providing all these extra features our system costing of Rs. 25350 only, 

which is Rs. 8496 lower than existing Parel’s rate we can save Rs. 33984 in a single coach.  

 

 
 

Water Locking unit is 

available 

No provision of 

bypass system 

Control Panel is not 

covered  

Cylinder dia is more 

thus less pressure. 



 

   
 

Existing Arrangement 

Water locking unit removed 

(not necessary) 

Bypass system (Manual 

flushing) provided, if 

electrical failure is there 

Cylinder dia made lesser, and 

length increased  



 
 

 

Strainer is provided in 

addition to avoid 

contamination 

Air freshener unit provided 

in addition 

Control Panel is covered  

Modified Arrangement 



 
 

This system is installed on 07/04/2021 and we are monitoring performance of it from last 

3 months. Working very satisfactorily. Once performance of same will be validated same 

will be processed for mass implementation.  
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Railway Central Railway

Subject Asset Management & Maintenance

Name of Good Work Setup for draining Air Spring and testing of FIBA during D2 Schedule

Summary

Issue: No direct drain cock given for draining of Air Spring reservoir. Time consuming procedure to test FIBA of coaches, as there is
FIBA on each trolly. There was cases of malfunctioning of FIBA enroute, to identify such cases testing of FIBA device is necessary.
Solution: To reduce testing time and check if FIBA only gets activated after pressure of the Air spring reaches below 1kg/cm2, a
device is made with gauge and drain cock. In every monthly schedule air spring coach is tested with this to ensure proper FIBA
operation. With the help of this modification testing time is reduced also enroute detentions because of FIBA malfunctioning can be
reduced.

Detailed Description

Issue: No direct drain cock given for draining of Air Spring reservoir. Time consuming procedure to test FIBA of coaches, as there is
FIBA on each trolly. There was cases of malfunctioning of FIBA enroute, to identify such cases testing of FIBA device is necessary.
Solution: To reduce testing time and check if FIBA only gets activated after pressure of the Air spring reaches below 1kg/cm2, a
device is made with gauge and drain cock. In every monthly schedule air spring coach is tested with this to ensure proper FIBA
operation. With the help of this modification testing time is reduced also enroute detentions because of FIBA malfunctioning can be
reduced. Cost Of Modification: INR.2500 only This modification is carried out In November 2020, such gauges are prepared and
testing of FIBA is ensured with the help of this during D2 and D3 schedule.

Impact/Benefits
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Setup for draining Air Spring and testing of FIBA during D2 Schedule: 

Issue: 

No direct drain cock given for draining of Air Spring reservoir. Time consuming procedure to 

test FIBA of coaches, as there is FIBA on each trolly. There was cases of malfunctioning of 

FIBA enroute, to identify such cases testing of FIBA device is necessary. 

 

Solution:  

To reduce testing time and check if FIBA only gets activated after pressure of the Air spring 

reaches below 1kg/cm2, a device is made with gauge and drain cock. In every monthly 

schedule air spring coach is tested with this to ensure proper FIBA operation. With the help 

of this modification testing time is reduced also enroute detentions because of FIBA 

malfunctioning can be reduced.  

 

Cost Of Modification: 

INR.2500 only 

 

     
 

                                                   

 

 

Existing Arrangement 

No drain cock provided 

for AR draining for testing 



 

 
 

 

 

Modified Arrangement 

Arrangement such fitted on 

coach while testing 

Inhouse made tool with 

pressure gauge to check 

pressure and drain AR 



This modification is carried out In November 2020, such gauges are prepared and testing 

of FIBA is ensured with the help of this during D2 and D3 schedule. 
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Railway Central Railway

Subject Asset Management & Maintenance

Name of Good Work

Modification of Failure Indication and Brake Application Device (FIBA) pressure sensing pipeline on LHB
coaches

Summary

To reduce the problem of FIBA (Failure Indication and Brake Application) activation en-route due to failure of
ferrule joints and air hoses of FIBA system in LHB coaches, a modification in the layout of pressure sensing
line connecting air spring to FIBA was done in 137 LHB coaches of Mumbai Division. RCF Kapurthala has
issued similar Carriage Alteration Instruction (CAI) based on feedback of Central Railway.

Detailed Description

To reduce the problem of FIBA (Failure Indication and Brake Application) activation en-route due to failure of
ferrule joints and air hoses of FIBA system in LHB coaches, a modification in the layout of pressure sensing
line connecting air spring to FIBA was done in 137 LHB coaches of Mumbai Division. RCF Kapurthala has
issued similar Carriage Alteration Instruction (CAI) based on feedback of Central Railway.

Impact/Benefits

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram
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Railway Central Railway

Subject Safety Improvement

Name of Good Work Development of Luggage compartment fire suppression system

Summary

Luggage compartments are prone to catch fire. Luggage compartments are sealed after parcel loading hence
fire suppression is likely to be delayed for opening of sliding doors and then use fire extinguishers to suppress
fire. NCC WB coaching depot has developed a prototype model for discharging DCP fire extinguisher fumes
inside guard compartment in such emergency through a pipeline from the Guard compartment. The system
has been provided on luggage compartment of coach no. CR 04704 SLR of train no. 01205/06 Vidarbha
Express on trial.

Detailed Description

Luggage compartments are prone to catch fire. Luggage compartments are sealed after parcel loading hence
fire suppression is likely to be delayed for opening of sliding doors and then use fire extinguishers to suppress
fire. NCC WB coaching depot has developed a prototype model for discharging DCP fire extinguisher fumes
inside guard compartment in such emergency through a pipeline from the Guard compartment. The system
has been provided on luggage compartment of coach no. CR 04704 SLR of train no. 01205/06 Vidarbha
Express on trial.

Impact/Benefits

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram

1.jpg    Open Document (../InnIdeas/uploads/1622105529613_1.jpg)
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Railway Modern Coach Factory

Subject Safety Improvement

Name of Good Work Fixture development for Milling Machine

Summary

Fixture is developed for the machining of safety stop plate and upper box to increase production rate.

Detailed Description

1)Fixture development of Universal Milling Machine along with change in toolings for machining the upper box
. 2) Fixture development of vertical Milling Machine along with change in toolings for machining of safety stop
plates.

Impact/Benefits

1)Production rate of upper box (subassembly of bogie) increased Significantly. 2)Production rate of safety stop
plate (subassembly of bogie) increased Significantly. 4)It reduced manufacturing cost due to reduced man-
hour requirement. 5) Required less skilled operation.
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Railway Modern Coach Factory

Subject Safety Improvement

Name of Good Work Safety Guard of CTRB

Summary

Designed and fabricated a new design of safety guard of CTRB to avoid damage to CTRB.

Detailed Description

During CTRB assembly over wheel sets, the edges of the security plate are bent over the M20 bolts. This is done
manually by a hammer and chisel. On occasions, it was observed that a hammer may damage the CTRBs. To
prevent this, a safety guard was designed and fabricated which covers the CTRB during this operation of
bending the edges of the security plate.

Impact/Benefits Use of the safety guard has arrested the damage to CTRB.
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Railway North Frontier Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work

Fabrication of first battery powered Motor Trolley used during track inspection on IR

Summary

APDJ Division of N.F. Railway has fabricated first prototype of Battery Operated Motor Trolley, which are used
for track inspection by inspecting officials from Engineering/ S&T and other departments. This has been made
by two young officers namely, Mr. Siddharth Guleria, ADEN/West/APDJ and Mr. Lalit Prakash Singh,
DEE/G/APDJ with their team of two Supervisors and four staff with the support of local workshop in
Alipurduar.

Detailed Description

Alipurduar division has successfully designed a light weight Electric Trolley with the working principle being
similar to that of an E-rickshaw 1. The E-Trolley uses Lead acid batteries to operate a brushless DC motor 2.
This motor then drives the rear axle of the trolley using a chain drive mechanism 3. The result is a trolley which
produces less noise, is environment friendly and has low maintenance costs as compared to conventional
motor/moped trollies Cost of Fabrication of Electric Trolley: Batteries (4 no. 12V 150Ah) - 13,000*4 = 52,000
BLDC motor (900W)- 4,600 Electronic controller - 3,150 Charger - 2,500 Accessories (speedometer, headlight,
horn, drum brake etc) - 5,500 Modification (Installing chain drive mechanism, seats, roof, etc including labor
charge)- 22,000 Cost of chassis and wheel-axle assembly - 10,000 Total cost - Rs 99,750

Impact/Benefits

With 4 no. 12V 150 Ah batteries fully charged and a maximum load of 8 persons, the trolley can cover a
distance of upto 130km in one charge cycle. Maximum speed attainable is roughly 50kmph. Charging time for
fully charging the batteries is about 9-10 hours and electricity consumption per charge is around 6 units (kWh).
Cost of electricity in West Bengal is about Rs 7/unit. Therefore, for fully charging the batteries, total cost comes
out as Rs 54. This implies that for Rs 54, the electric trolley can cover 130 km. It is a conservative estimate that
the conventional motor/moped trollies give a mileage of roughly 15kmpl. With the current diesel and petrol
prices in West Bengal hovering around Rs 90 and Rs 97 respectively, the total cost for covering the same
distance of 130km comes out in the range of Rs 780-840. Taking average of Rs 810, the total savings in
operating costs comes out as =100-(54/810) *100 = 93.3%. This Trolley produces less noise and also
environment friendly.
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BATTERY OPERATED MOTOR TROLLEY 

Brief 

Trolley inspection enables Permanent 

Way officials to carry out assessment 

of the quality of track based on their 

expertise and experience. There are 

different types of trollies that are 

being used by Indian Railways for this 

purpose, namely, push trolley, motor 

trolley, moped trolley, speed trolley, 

etc.  

The automobile sector is presently 

witnessing a watershed moment as 

major auto manufacturers are 

preparing to make the leap from conventional petrol/diesel vehicles to Electric vehicles. An 

electric trolley powered by batteries has not yet been successfully adopted anywhere in Indian 

Railways.  

Alipurduar division has successfully designed a light 

weight Battery operated Motor Trolley or Electric 

Trolley which uses Lead acid batteries to operate a 

brushless DC motor. This motor then drives the rear 

axle of the trolley using a chain drive mechanism. 

The result is a trolley which produces less noise, is 

environment friendly and has low maintenance 

costs as compared to conventional motor/moped 

trollies. 

 

Inception 

During motor trolley inspection on 3rd June 2021 by Mr. K.S. Jain, DRM Alipurduar with Mr. Piyush 

Pandey, Sr DEN/C and other branch officers, it was observed that motor trollies were not suitable 

for carrying out inspections by officials as they produce lot of noise and it becomes very difficult 

to discuss the deficiencies noted during the inspection. Besides causing air pollution, the 

operating cost of motor/moped trollies is also high due to rising petrol/diesel prices. It was 

decided that an electric trolley on the lines of an E-rickshaw will be designed to address these 

issues. 

Push trolley 

Moped trolley 

Speed trolley 

Motor trolley 

Electric trolley 
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On, 8th June 2021, DRM/APDJ constituted a joint team of Engineering and Electrical department 

for the purpose of building an Electric Trolley. 
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The team first studied the E-rickshaws available locally and found that- 

1. E-Rickshaws are built on M.S. (Mild 

Steel) Chassis which consists of 3-

wheel with a differential at rear 

wheels. These are designed to 

carry a weight ranging from 400Kg 

to 500Kg.  

2. The working of e-Rickshaw is 

based on BLDC motor, battery & 

suspension system different from 

conventional autorickshaws. It 

uses a Brush Less DC motor 

ranging from 650- 1400 Watts with 

a differential mechanism at rear 

wheels. This BLDC motor is 

controlled via an electronic 

controller.  

3. The Electronic Motor controller 

includes a manual or automatic 

switch turning the motor on/off, 

selecting forward or reverse 

motion, selecting and regulating 

speed, regulating or limiting 

torque and protecting against 

overloads. It is connected to a 

battery pack and the controller 

feeds the input to the motor, 

lamp, AC/DC converter and 

Speedometer/ Indicator. 

4. Set of four 12V deep cycle lead 

acid/Li-ion batteries are used since 

the required voltage is 48V. These 

batteries are connected in series to 

the controller unit.  

Electronic Motor Controller 

BLDC motor connected 

to differential 4 no. 12V Lead Acid battery 

Block diagram showing working of an E rickshaw 
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5. It was also found that similar 

modifications had been made to 

cycle cart rickshaws locally. A 

BLDC motor was used with a 

chain drive system. 

 

 

Design 

It was decided to use scrap/unserviceable 

moped trollies available in Construction P. 

Way store at Alipurduar.  

 

 

Using these scraps, a functioning trolley 

chassis with two axles and a working drum 

brake was assembled. 

 

 

 

There were three options for delivering power to the rear axle from the BLDC motor: 

1. Chain drive 

2. Belt drive 

3. Shaft drive 

Chain drive is the most efficient system as there is 

minimum loss of power. Most two wheelers use 

this system.  

Shaft drive is used in E rickshaws as 

it has minimum maintenance 

requirements as compared to chain 

and belt drive. The BLDC motor is 

directly connected to the 

differential in the E rickshaw. 

BLDC motor connected to a 

chain drive system in a rickshaw 

Scrapped trollies at 

Construction P. Way store 

Assembled functioning 

trolley chassis 

Chain drive mechanism 

Gear box used for shaft drive 
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Due to the movement of so many gears in a shaft drive mechanism, the loss of power is too 

significant to make it a viable option. 

Hence chain drive was selected for the electric trolley. 

The work of installing this chain drive mechanism on the chassis of 

the trolley was done in a local garage where repairing of E rickshaws 

was being carried out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 no. 12V 150 Ah Lead Acid batteries were used for powering a 900W BLDC motor. 

 

 

Subsequently, trials were done on road and on track. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixing of chain sprocket 

on the rear axle of trolley 

Fixing of chain sprocket 

on the rear axle of trolley 

4 no. 12V 150 Ah 

Lead acid batteries 

900W BLDC motor 

Road trial near garage 

Trial on railway track 
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A digital speedometer and a head light was also installed along with a speed controller that was 

attached to a bike handle. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Result 

 

 

 

 

Digital speedometer 

Headlight and speed 

controller fixed with 

bike handle 

Front View Rear View 

Side View facing UP direction Side View facing DN direction 
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Trolley inspection by DRM Alipurduar of APDJ-NCB line by Electric Trolley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRM Alipurduar with Branch officers 
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GM/NFR INSPECTION OF BG3 SECTION IN APDJ 

 

 

 

CRS INSPECTION IN BG1 SECTION IN APDJ   
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Characteristics of Battery Operated Motor Trolley 

Dimensions 160cmX170cmX190cm 

Weight 300kg 

Seating capacity 8 persons 

Battery 4 no. 12V 150Ah 

Motor 900W BLDC motor 

Range with Fully charged batteries 130km 

Max Speed 50kmph 

Brake system Brake drum 

Cost 90,000 (approx.) 

Charging time 9-10 hrs 

 

Energy requirement and efficiency 

With 4 no. 12V 150 Ah batteries fully charged and a maximum load of 8 persons, the trolley can 

cover a distance of upto 130km in one charge cycle. Maximum speed attainable is roughly 

50kmph. Charging time for fully charging the batteries is about 9-10 hours and electricity 

consumption per charge is around 6 units (kWh). Cost of electricity in West Bengal is about Rs 

7/unit. Therefore, for fully charging the batteries, total cost comes out as Rs 54. This implies that 

for Rs 54, the electric trolley can cover 130 km.  

It is a conservative estimate that the conventional motor/moped trollies give a mileage of roughly 

15kmpl. With the current diesel and petrol prices in West Bengal hovering around Rs 90 and Rs 

97 respectively, the total cost for covering the same distance of 130km comes out in the range 

of Rs 780-840. Taking average of Rs 810, the total savings in operating costs comes out as  

   =100-(54/810) *100 = 93.3% 

 

Cost of Fabrication of Electric Trolley 

Batteries (4 no. 12V 150Ah) – 13,000*4 = 52,000 

BLDC motor (900W) – 4,600 

Electronic controller – 3,150 

Charger – 2,500 

Accessories (speedometer, headlight, horn, drum brake etc) – 5,500 

Modification (Installing chain drive mechanism, seats, roof, etc including labor charge) – 22,000 

Cost of chassis and wheel-axle assembly – 10,000 

Total cost – Rs 99,750 
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Comparison between Electric Trolley and conventional Motor/Moped trolley 

1. Electric Trolley produces less noise as it is run by a BLDC motor instead of a combustion 

engine. 

2. As it runs on electricity, it is much cheaper to run as compared to motor/moped trollies 

which run on diesel/petrol. As was calculated above, the total savings in operating cost 

comes out as more than 93%. 

3. It is environment friendly. 

 

Electric Trolley in other zones 

One electric trolley is in operation in Bangalore 

division of SWR. The trolley weighs about 1100kg and 

has a seating capacity of 6+1. It has a range of 70km 

on full charge. This trolley was designed and 

manufactured by an agency at a cost of around Rs 8 

lacs. 

 

Improvements 

 The critical component of the Electric trolley are the batteries. The weight of the batteries (4 no. 

12V 150Ah battery) alone is roughly 180kg. For the reduction of this weight, following changes 

can be made: 

1. Although the noise produced during operation of electric trolley is much less compared 

to motor/moped trolley, the noise produced by rail-wheel interaction is still considerable. 

This can be reduced by replacing the wheels of the trolley with wheels of larger diameter. 

2. Instead of 150Ah batteries, 120 or 100 Ah batteries can be used. This would result in direct 

reduction of around 80kg. Conversely, this would reduce the range the electric trolley 

could cover in full charge. It is conservatively estimated that an electric trolley with 4 no. 

100 Ah batteries could have a range of around 100kms. 

3. Although Lithium-ion batteries cost more, they are a good alternative as they weigh 

significantly less compared to Lead acid batteries.  

4. Instead of chain drive, shaft drive can be used for driving the rear axle. This would create 

lesser noise as compared to chain drive. Whether the power transmission would be 

sufficient to drive the trolley at full load, is something which will have to be analyzed. 

 

 

Electric Trolley in Bangalore division 
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Team 

1. Shri K. S. Jain, DRM Alipurduar (Team Leader) 

2. Shri Piyush Pandey, Sr DEN/C/APDJ 

3. Shri B.C. Das, Sr DEE/APDJ 

4. Shri Lalit Prakash Singh, DEE APDJ 

5. Shri Siddharth Guleria, ADEN WEST APDJ 

6. Shri Ramesh Das, JE/Electrical 

7. Shri Sanjeev Kumar, SSE PWAY HSA 

8. Shri Biswadeep Bhattacharjee, Tech./Lineman-II 

9. Shri Bijay Baspur, Trolleyman 

10. Shri Ram Krishna Mahato, Trolleyman 

11. Shri Kumar Pradhan, MV driver 
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Railway North Western Railway

Subject Digital Initiatives

Name of Good Work SATGURU- Signaling Assets Guide for Reliable Upkeep

Summary

Signal & Telecom Department of Ajmer Division, North Western Railway presents completely in-house
developed android application ?SATGURU?. It is a platform where one can get all latest RDSO/ Camtech
Handouts for various Railway Signalling Equipment, Policy circulars of Railway Board and NWR, Latest RDSO
TANs, Drawing and Specifications, Codes and Manuals pertaining to Signal along with ?Search? and ?
download? facility inside app.

Detailed Description

It is a platform where one can get all latest RDSO/ Camtech Handouts for various Railway Signalling
Equipment, Policy circulars of Railway Board and NWR, Latest RDSO TANs, Drawing and Specifications,
Codes and Manuals pertaining to Signal along with ?Search? and ?download? facility inside app. It also has
Asset wise maintenance schedules with complete details for ESM/JE/SSE, Codal life of Signalling Assets and
Schedule of Dimension (SoD). ?SATGURU? is a ?must have? app for every Signal Engineer. Letters can be
searched by ?subject? or ?Letter No.? or ?Letter Date?. Further, In Searchable documents, search can be done
through in-app pdf viewer. SATGURU provides real time statistics in ?Dashboard? with respect to total no. of
documents available on app till date presented through an interactive pie chart

Impact/Benefits

? Easy availability of all the data related to Signal department. ? One can get all latest RDSO/ Camtech
Handouts for various Railway Signalling Equipment, Policy circulars of Railway Board and NWR, Latest RDSO
TANs, Drawing and Specifications, Codes and Manuals at one platform.

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram

SATGURU (1) image.pdf    

Open Document (../InnIdeas/uploads/1620647890817_SATGURU (1) image.pdf)

Contact Person Name Shri Deepak Verma

Contact Person
Designation

Sr.DSTE/Ajmer

Contact Number 9001196800
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Railway North Western Railway

Subject Operations Improvement

Name of Good Work Self Starter Functional Check test bench of DPC.

Summary

Self Starter Functional Check test bench developed in house using in-house material. MATERIAL USED: 1.
Lead acid batteries ( 8V,500Amp) -- 03 Nos. 2. Push Button -- 01 No. 3. Switch Magnetic -- 02 Nos. 4.
Indication Lamp -- 01 No. 5. DC Ampere Meter ( 0 to 1000 Amp) -- 01 No. 6. DC Circuit breaker 200 Amp -- 01
No. 7. DC Voltmeter ( 0 to 50 Volts) -- 01 No. 8. Self Starter ( For test) -- 02 Nos. 9. Fabricated stand for
fitment of item -- 01 No.

Detailed Description

A Self starter (is a device used to rotate (crank) an internal-combustion engine so as to initiate the engine''s
operation under its own power. Self starter of 700 HP/1400 HP are being functionally tested on test bench as
similar operation on DPC. Self starter is checked for normal operation of solenoid valve, magnetic switch and
its pinion smooth movement etc. Any problem observed in smooth operation is rectified at bench prior to
fitment on DPC during POH schedule. Steel frame is fabricated to accommodate 03 Nos Lead acid batteries
(8V, 500Amp) for 24 V supply and frame for fixing 02 Nos self starters for test purpose. During functional
check, 24 V DC supply is fed to self starters and operation is checked as similar to DPC.

Impact/Benefits

1. Reliability improved for Self Starter. 2. Man hours effort reduced and Time saving. 3. Re-work is avoided. 4.
Reduced POH cycle Time.

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram

222.jpg    Open Document (../InnIdeas/uploads/1629719174548_222.jpg)

Contact Person Name Shri Vimal Meena

Contact Person
Designation

SSE/DSL/ SM & Battery

Contact Number 9509800569
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Railway North Western Railway

Subject Asset Management & Maintenance

Name of Good Work IoT based Predictive maintenance System

Summary

The maintenance of the signaling gears is becoming a tough job for engineers day by day. Hence moving from
reactive and periodic maintenance to proactive and predictive maintenance with the help of IoT(Internet of
things) and Artificial Intelligence.

Detailed Description

A platform for the predictive maintenance of signaling gears is prepared which continuously monitors current
and voltage of associated gears and compare them to ideal current and voltages and generate alarms in case of
abnormalities in the signaling gears.

Impact/Benefits

? This system continuously monitors the currents and voltages of the associated gears and compare them to
ideal current and voltages. ? Preventive alarms in case of abnormalities in signaling gears. ? Centralized asset
visualization and digital record keeping. ? Real time asset monitoring. ? Fault reporting. ? Non intrusive
current sensor measurement, Galvanic isolation for voltage measurement.

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram

Contact Person Name Shri Deepak Verma

Contact Person
Designation

Sr.DSTE/Ajmer

Contact Number 9001196800
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Railway South East Central Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work Development of circuit for virtual hard reset of axle counter with capability of ,only hard reset

Summary

When Digital Axle Counter of CEL make is installed in berthmg section without any stand-by ecNipment, then by current practice, even after giving line
verification, train can be admitted only on calling-on signal as the equipment goes in preparatory reset mode.

Detailed Description

The objective is: i. Once Line Verification has been given by traffic staff from site, it shall be possible for ASM to take one train on signal (yellow in this case)
even though axle counter has been cleared on preparatory mode. Here, berthing track is not occupied is certified by the traffic staff physically, and not by axle
counter equipment ii.'' Only one train can be admitted by this mechanism. After this, even if line vertflcation is given, signal can''t be taken. This is to ensure
safety, as this is only an emergency ~ operation and not repetitive phenomena to encourage laxity of operation. Secondly, in 90% of cases axle counter will clear
when one train passes normally. If it does not normalize, it has to be reported and attended.

Impact/Benefits

1. Expenditure on additional circuit is very nominal. 2. Saves detention of trains as admitting a train on calling-on signal takes at least 10 min extra. 3. It can be
implemented by S&T staff in-house. 4. Saves installation of another stand-by equipment/costlier equipment of other mak

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram

3. Devlelopment of circuit for Virtual hard reset of axle counter with capability of only hard reset.pdf    

Open Document (../InnIdeas/uploads/1629976906347_3. Devlelopment of circuit for Virtual hard reset of axle counter with capability of only hard reset.pdf)
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ANNEXURE-II

ENTRYFORMFORAWARDOF"BESTINNOVATION"OF IR FORTHEYEAR2019-20

1. Name of Innovation: Development of circuit for virtual hard reset of axle counter with
capability of ,only hard reset

Name of Railway: SECR.2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Name ofUnit in which innovation has been effected: S&T/HQ.
Date of commissioning of innovation: Uslapur, Ghutku station commissioned in Nov'19.

Month of award for best innovation for DivisionjWorkshop: NIL
Date ~nd letter number of circulation of innovation to other Division/Workshop: Joint
Procer'ure Order for resetting of Digital- Axle Counter dtd 04.06.2019. Trial Typical
69/19.
Quarter of Award for best innovation for Zone/Pll: July -September'19

Date and letter number of cir~ulation of innovation to other Zones/PUs-NIL
Name/Designation of Group leader who effected innovation: Shri S.K.Solanki,
CSTE/Plg/SECR

1Q. Name/Designation of Group members who effected innovation:

7.

8.

9.

~
i..Smt, S.P.Verma, DyCSTE/G/BSP .
ii. Shri S. Patro, SSTE/Proj/D&D
iii. Shri J.K.Sahoo,SSE/Sig/HQ -
iv. Shri Vishwa~ [oshi, SSE/QA/HQ
v. Shri J.K.Mahto, SSE/Drg/HQ

11. Cost of innovation: 20,000/- per station
12. Brief description: enclosed as annexure A,B&C
13. Saving effected per month learning increased Rs:Approx Rs. 12.25cr for whole zone.
14. How have savings/earnings (at 13) been calculated: Please refer annexure "Au
15. What tnprovement has been effected and how: enclosed as annexure "A". -
16. Enclose photograph of the innovation: JPO in annexure "B".Drawing in annexure "C".
17. Certify that the innovation is a First in Indian Railways and not copied from another Unit of

Indian Railway: Certified that it is a debut innovative design not copied from anywhere.

18. Effectiveness of innovation: 100% effective
18.1 Has it been duplicated anywhere in the same Railway: No.
18.2 Has it been duplicated anywhere in different Railway:Not known~

"
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/
/ Annexure:' A'

DEVELOPMENT OF CIRCUIT FOR VIRTUAL HARD RESET OF AXLECOUNTERWITH
CAPABILITY OF ONLYPREPAR4TORY RESET

Preface:

Analog Axle Counters are employed for detecting occupancy/non occupancy of.
berthing track on loop lines on number of stations on SECR. It is dying and obsolete
technology and its production has more or less stopped. Even spares are not available.
Codal life of most of these equipment is completed. There is no option but to replace them
by state of the art digital axle counters. The zone is in process of replacing all the Analog
AXle Counters by digital Axle Counters eventually. However, Digital Axle Counter of M/s
CELmake does not offer one important feature i.e, hard resetting after line verification as it
was initially designed for BPAC working. Due to this handicap, the trains can only be
received on calling on once the system goes to preparatory reset mode. This is a

( > disadvantage over analog axle counter which can be hard reset after, man~al ,-,:e~ific,ation
and trains can be taken on proper signal without any detention.

Objective:

When Digital Axle Counter of CEL make is installed in berthmg section without any
stand-by ecNipment, then by current practice, even after giving line verification, train can
be admitted only on calling-on signal as the equipment goes in preparatory reset mode.

Hence, the objective is:

i. Once Line Verification has been given by traffic staff from site, it shall be possible for
ASM to take one train on signal (yellow in this case) even though axle counter has
been cleared on preparatory mode. Here, berthing track is not occupied is certified by
the traffic staff physically, and not by axle counter equipment

ii.' Only one train can be admitted by this mechanism. After this, even if line vertflcation
is given, signal can't be taken. This is to ensure safety, as this is only an emergency

~ operation and not repetitive phenomena to encourage laxity of operation. Secondly, in
90% of cases axle counter will clear when one train passes normally. If it does not
normalize, it has to be reported and attended.

An external circuit has been designed, in house, to achieve the objective, which
involves 3 new relays and wiring.

Advantages:

1. Expenditure on additional circuit is very nominal.
2. Saves detention of trains as admitting a train on calling-on signal takes at least 10

min extra.
3. It can be implemented by S&T staff in-house.
4. Saves installation of another stand-by equipment/costlier equipment of other make.

56827/2020/O/o DGM(G)/HQ/SECR
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Cost Benefit Analysis:

To achieve the objective of preventing train detention, either we can use:
.-

1. This circuit: Cost - 3 relays +wiring, Rs. 20,000/- per station (approx)
OR

2. Another CELaxle counter in standby mode:
.

Cost of equipment
/

Cost of extra cable (12C - 4km @2L/km, 6 Quad - 2km @2.6L/km)

Total cost

Total stations proposed for replacement in SECRare 70.
Hence, a total saving of 70 x 17.5 lac = 12.25 cr is projected.

4.5 Lakh

13.2Lakh

17.7Lakb

- _-.--_ ---- --_
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IUW\ pwt:egure Orger lOrreseWne of Di&ital Axle Counter
""- M.Vlt.MW.L- B

In case of station yards where axle counter has been provided on loop
line and sidings with no standby arrangement or track circuit; ORwhere standby
system is available but manual resetting has to be done due to failure of both main
&standby devices, following arrangement shall be provided for resetting of axle
counter:

Line Verification box with key and push button shall be given nearby
the corresponding line, from where it can be ascertained that the axle 'counter
section is unoccupied Line verification shall be done by traffic staff only after
physical verification of the line for which resetting is sought for, certifying thereby
that the line is dear for reception of train. Oil receiving line verification from site
by traffic staff, the ASM/SMshall reset the axle counter which can be either hard
reset (axle counter will normalize immediately) or preparatory reset {axle
counter will normalize after successful passage of one train with matching IN and
OUTcounts). In both cases, provision shall be made to admit first train from home
signal on proper signal (yellow. in this case). However, if axle counter does not
normalize after passage of first train, then subsequent trains .have to be received
0(1 ca!Ung::on(wherever available) or piloted till-tile system isattended by S&T
staff.

~~d~P--
(Niraj Sinha) • 419"" ~l'
PCSTE/SECR

No.SECR/S&TIJPO/2125
Date: 0}.06.2019

~~
(P. K. [ena]
PCOM/SECR

1. Secretary for kind information to GM/SECR
2. PCE,PCSO,PCEE.PCMEfor kind informaticn.
3. DRM/BSP,R,NGPfor kind information and necessary action please.
4. Sr.OOM/BSP,R. NGPfor necessary action.
5. Sr.DSTE/Co/BSP,Sr.DSTE/R,NGPfor necessary action .

..--- -----=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-:. ......-----------~.
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Railway South East Central Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work Double ended CTRB mounting machine

Summary

Comparing the productivity of single ended CTRB mounting machine vis-�-vis double ended CTRB mounting
machine for outturn of 500 wagons/month, saving of about Rs. 9.5 lacs/month can be achieved.

Detailed Description

In Railways all CTRB mounting devices are single ended. However, this requires two operations for mounting
which needs more time and efforts. In order to achieve simultaneous mounting of CTRB, efforts have been
made since long by awarding the work to outside agency. However, it could not succeed inspite of trying
different designs by the firm for last 2-3 years. No such arrangement is available in any other workshop of IR.
Hence, Shri B.K.S. Toppo, SSE/MW has taken the lead to resolve the issue. Integral structural design of frame
was made to withstand the back pressure during double end mounting of CTRB which was otherwise damaging
machine foundation. The machine has been designed and fabricated to operate in manual as well as automatic
mode for bearing mounting and it is capable of tackling all sizes of wheels by modifying wheel set lifting jack.

Impact/Benefits

Single ended mounting machine requires 4 staff to mount CTRB on 8 wheel sets against 2 staff required for
double ended mounting machine. This will lead to saving of Rs. 9.5 lacs per month for outturn of 500
wagons/month in WRS. What improvement has been effected and how? i. CTRB mounting height is adjustable
with help of in-built jack. ii. Due to adjustable jack height, low dia wheel sets like BLC wagon CTRB mounting
can be handled easily. iii. Mounting of CTRB on Axle journal can be done in auto as well as manual mode. iv.
Saving of manpower and time. v. Productivity has been enhanced.

Uploaded Support
documents/photographs/diagram

3. Double ended CTRB mounting.pdf    

Open Document (../InnIdeas/uploads/1629978849559_3. Double ended CTRB mounting.pdf)
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Annexure-II 
 

ENTRY FORM FOR AWARD OF “BEST INNOVATION”OF IR FOR THE YEAR 2020-21 
 

(2nd  Quarter) 

 

1. Name of Innovation… Double ended CTRB mounting machine 

 2. Name of Railway…- SECR 

3. Name of Unit in which innovation has been effected- Wagon Repair Shop/Raipur 

4. Date of commissioning of innovation…- July’ 2020 

5. Month of Award for best innovation for Division/Workshop- July’ 2020 

6. Date of letter number of circulation of innovation to other Division/Workshop –  Nil 

7. Quarter of Award for best innovation for Zone/PU- NA 

8. Date and letter number of circulation of innovation to other Zones-----NA 

9. Name/Designation of group leader who effected Innovation-  

                     Shri B.K.S. Toppo –SSE/WRS/R (Technical Design & Group leader) 

10.  Name/Designation of group members who effected innovation-  

i. Shri Shivhare – SSE/WRS/R  

            ii. Shri Narayan Prasad- Sr.Tech., T.No. 3065 

 iii. Shri Nakul Mahato- Sr.Tech., T.No.-3091 

 iv. Shri Shiv Kumar- Welder, T.No.-61201 

 v.  Shri Ramyad Roy- Tech.-III, T.No.-53539 

            vi. Shri Chandan Kr Bhakta, Tech-I, T.N.-53918 

            vii. Shri Kailesh Kumar, Sr. Tech, T.N.- 3055 



            viii. Shri Kuldeep Kr. Sahu, Tech-I, T.N.- 3100 

            ix. Shri Praful Kumar, Helper , T.N.- 53918.  

            x. Shri Sanatan Nayak- Sr.Tech., T. No.-3053 

11. Cost of innovation- Double ended CTRB mounting machine has been 

fabricated/assembled with purchased spare parts. Direct cost involved is nearly 20 

lakhs rupees.  

 12. Brief description-  

       In Railways all CTRB mounting devices are single ended. However, this requires 

two operations for mounting which needs more time and efforts. In order to achieve 

simultaneous mounting of CTRB, efforts have been made since long by awarding 

the work to outside agency. However, it could not succeed inspite of trying different 

designs by the firm for last 2-3 years. No such arrangement is available in any other 

workshop of IR. Hence, Shri B.K.S. Toppo, SSE/MW has taken the lead to resolve 

the issue. Integral structural design of frame was made to withstand the back 

pressure during double end mounting of CTRB which was otherwise damaging  

machine foundation. The machine has been designed and fabricated to operate in 

manual as well as automatic mode for bearing mounting and it is capable of tackling 

all sizes of wheels by modifying wheel set lifting jack.                    

13. Saving effected per month/earnings increased: Comparing the productivity of 

single ended CTRB mounting machine vis-à-vis double ended CTRB mounting 

machine for outturn of 500 wagons/month,  saving of about Rs. 9.5 lacs/month can 

be achieved. 

14. How has saving/earnings (at-13) been calculated: Single ended mounting 

machine  requires 4 staff to mount CTRB on 8 wheel sets against 2 staff required for 

double ended mounting machine. This will lead to saving of Rs. 9.5 lacs per month 

for outturn of 500 wagons/month in WRS. 

15.  What improvement has been effected and how…  

i.  CTRB mounting height is adjustable with help of in-built jack.  



ii. Due to adjustable jack height, low dia wheel sets like BLC wagon CTRB mounting 

can be handled easily.  

iii. Mounting of CTRB on Axle journal can be done in auto as well as manual mode.  

iv. Saving of manpower and time. 

v.  Productivity has been enhanced. 

16. Enclose photographs of the innovation: 

  

  

 

17. Certify that the innovation is a First in Indian Railway and not copied from another 

Unit of Indian Railway…- to the best of our knowledge, this is the first of its kind in 

IR. 

18. Effectiveness of innovation:  Satisfactory  

18.1 Has it been duplicated anywhere in same Railway…- same remark as given in 

para 17    
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Railway South Eastern Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work

In-house innovation of VCD Test Unit for M/s. FTRTIL make E-70 Brake System of 3-Phase Locomotives.

Summary

Vigilance Control Device (VCD) is a safety device for locomotives. VCD provided under locomotives to monitor the alertness of
the Loco Pilot. In absence of normal driving function or acknowledgement at specified interval, the device will activate emergency
brake application after the audio visual warning. On safety point of view to ensure reliability of VCD; ELS/SRC has developed a
VCD Test Unit for testing of VCD in 3-phase locomotives.

Detailed Description

ELS/SRC has been maintaining WAP7 (3-Phase) locomotives since November?17. Some of these locomotives fitted with M/s.
FTRTIL make E-70 Brake System and some have M/s. KBIL make CCB Brake System. VCD Unit of 3-phase locomotive is
combined with Brake System. With this test set up, VCD may be tested in loco in situ as well as in section with availability of 24V
& 10V DC supply. Its failure in loco results withdrawal of loco from line resulting punctuality loss. So to improve its reliability
during running of locomotive regular testing of VCD with this unit can save line failure of loco for VCD malfunctioning.

Impact/Benefits

There were incidences of SPAD / collision reported frequently in Indian Railway due to lack of alertness of crew and VCD was
found to be in isolated condition. Same could have been avoided if VCD is in working condition. Nominal cost of Rs. 1000/- only
is incurred for developing this test unit whereas costing would have been Rs. 1 lakh if the unit is procured from OEM. This
initiative has saved money of railways as well as improves the reliability of locomotives.
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Railway South Eastern Railway

Subject Asset Management & Maintenance

Name of Good Work

TEST BENCH FOR MVR, TIMER, FDU AND EARTH FAULT RELAY OF THREE PHASE LOCOMOTIVE BY
ELECTRIC LOCO SHED, BOKARO

Summary

This test bench is used for testing and checking functions of MVR, TIMER, FDU and EARTH FAULT relay of
three phase locomotive.

Detailed Description

This Test Bench is made with in house resources.Test bench have multiple equipment testing facility. This test
bench is used for checking functional testing of Minimum Voltage Relay, Timer, Fire Detection Unit and Earth
Fault Relay of three phase locomotive. Earth Fault Relay: Earth fault relay is connected at 48 volt supply. Relay
pickup is checked by varying the current upto150 Amps through variac. Timer: Timer is connected and 110 Volt
supply and timer 3 Second and 6 Second delayed function is checked. Minimum Voltage Relay (MVR): MVR
relay is connected and relay supply voltage is varied with the help of variac and relay pickup above 150 Volt AC.
Fire Detection Unit (FDU): Fire Detection unit is connected with test bench. Alarm and sensor function is
checked by creating smoke.

Impact/Benefits

This test bench is used for MVR, TIMER, FDU and EARTH FAULT RELAY checking in schedule inspection
and during overhauling.
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Railway South Eastern Railway

Subject Asset Management & Maintenance

Name of Good Work

TEST BENCH FOR CCB BRAKE SYSTEM OF THREE PHASE LOCOMOTIVE BY ELECTRIC LOCO SHED ,
BOKARO

Summary

This test bench is for testing and checking functions of brake valve, VCD, EBV, pressure switches and computer
system of CCB brake system.

Detailed Description

This Test Bench is made with in house resources. This test bench is used for testing Electronic Brake Valve
unit, VCD, all panel mounted brake valves and all relevant functionalities of brake electronics of three phase
locomotive. This test bench is a prototype of loco driver desk. This test bench consist of complete CCB panel,
EBV valve, computer system, pressure gauges, signal lamp and toggle switch. From Toggle switch and EBV
valve input is given as like driver operates the pneumatic system of locomotive. Then from toggle switch and
EBV valve input signal is sent to computer system of CCB and from computer output signal goes to
corresponding valve for operation and output function is shown on signal lamp and pressure gauges.

Impact/Benefits

locomotive defective equipment of CCB brake system e.g. brake valve, computer system and pressure switches
can be tested and fault can be rectified easily and overhauled equipment can also be checked.
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Railway West Central Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work

Modification in Water filling arrangement in LHB rakes done by Mechanical(C&W)/Ratlam

Summary

Need:  Due to the existing design of overflow outlet in LHB coaches, during watering of coaches at En-route stations,
there is no direct indication for overflow to the water filling staff because water gets overflow on opposite side of coach.

 Due to delayed indication, water gets continuously overflowing to the drain/track till gets observed (wastage of
water)  Also the height of overflow outlet is higher than platforms, due to which in overflow condition, water
splashes directly on the platform and causes inconvenience to the passengers and may also cause an accident due to
skidding.  Therefore, to prevent such wastage of water and also to ensure the convenience and safety of passengers
on platform during watering of coaches, a modification in the overflow outlet system in LHB coaches has been
ventured at IND depot

Detailed Description

 During water filling in LHB coach, over flow of water spill onplatform Nil.  For ex. Train 12919/12920 DADN-
Katra (Shri MataVaishno Devi) Per Rake as per Linkenroute water filling station.  Water saved 20 to 25
Lts./coach/station  So water saved per rake= 20 x22 =440 Lts / water filling Point.  Nos of water filling as per
schedule in one trip =16 water fillingpoint/station.  So During one trip total water saved 440x16=7060 Lts per rake

 Per Month 7 trips of each rake;so total water saved per month =7060x7=49,280Ltrs  In this Link 04 Rakesare
running, used so total water saved per Month=49280x4=197120Ltrs. Thus, Water saved per year= 197120x12
=23,65,440Ltrs.  Cost of water @ 40 paisa per litre =2365440/0.4=Rs 5913600 Water pump capacity 40Hp
discharge 213000 Lts/Hrs,Approx.30 unit per Hrs  So power energy consumed during transfer of above water
2069760Lts is 1153.535 unit  Power energy save1153.535 unit.  Unit rate approx?at MP Is 12 Rs/ unit so total coat
of energy is 1153.535x12=13326.42  Total save water save cost +powerenergy save cost=5913600+13326.42=Rs.
5926926.42  Hence Actual Saving per month = Rs. 5926926.42 Following changes have been made in the water
filling system in LHB coaches: i. Water Tank Level Indicator and overflow outlet pipe has been provided in both sides
of the coach to ensure prompt indication about overflow. ii. Pipe with elbow has been fitted at overflow outlets at both
the ends; same have been secured with mounting brackets. iii. NRV of choke size 40 mm has been incorporated in the
water pipeline to stop twin function of water filling and water overflow through a single pipeline.

Impact/Benefits

 Wastage of water can be reduced substantially due to prompt indication of overflow at both ends.  Passenger
inconvenience or any untoward incident on platform due to water spilling may be avoided.
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Modification in Water filling arrangement in LHB rakes 

1. Name of Innovation 1. Modification in Water filling arrangement in LHB rakes  

2. Name of Railway WR 

3. Name of unit in which innovation has been 
effected 

Coaching Depot Indore, RTM division 

4. Date of commissioning of innovation 07.08.2020 

5. Month of award for the best Innovation for the 
Division/Workshop 

NA 

6. Date and Letter No. of circulation of innovation 
to other division/workshop 

NA 

7. Quarter of award for Best innovation  to 
Zone/PU 

NA 

8. Date and Letter No. of circulation of innovation 
to other Zone/PU 

NA 

9. Name & Designation of group leader who 
effected the innovation 

Shri P.P. Singh 

10. Name & Designation of group members who 
effected the innovation 

Shri Alok Soni SSE(C&W)/IND (Now working as SSE(C&W)/DADN), 

Shri Md. Khalid (TCN-Carpenter) 

11. Cost of Innovation Rs.2,168,900 

12. Brief Description Need:  
 Due to the existing design of overflow outlet in LHB coaches, during watering 

of coaches at En-route stations, there is no direct indication for overflow to the 
water filling staff because water gets overflow on opposite side of coach.  

 Due to delayed indication, water gets continuously overflowing to the 

drain/track till gets observed (wastage of water) 

 Also the height of overflow outlet is higher than platforms, due to which in 

overflow condition, water splashes directly on the platform and causes 

inconvenience to the passengers and may also cause an accident due to 

skidding.   

 Therefore, to prevent such wastage of water and also to ensure the 

convenience and safety of passengers on platform during watering of 

coaches, a modification in the overflow outlet system in LHB coaches has 

been ventured at IND depot 

13. Savings effected per month/earnings increased 
(Rs.) 

 Actual Saving per month = Rs. 5926926.42 

14. How has savings/earnings been calculated  During water filling in LHB coach, over flow of water spill onplatform Nil. 
 For ex. Train 12919/12920 DADN-Katra (Shri MataVaishno Devi) Per Rake as 

per Linkenroute water filling station. 
 Water saved 20 to 25 Lts./coach/station 
 So water saved per rake= 20 x22 =440 Lts / water filling Point. 
 Nos of water filling as per schedule in one trip =16 water fillingpoint/station. 
 So During one trip total water saved 440x16=7060 Lts per rake 
 Per Month 7 trips of each rake;so total water saved per month 

=7060x7=49,280Ltrs 
 In this Link 04 Rakesare running, used so total water saved per 

Month=49280x4=197120Ltrs. Thus, Water saved per year= 197120x12 
=23,65,440Ltrs. 

 Cost of water @ 40 paisa per litre =2365440/0.4=Rs 5913600 



Water pump capacity 40Hp discharge 213000 Lts/Hrs,Approx.30 unit per Hrs 
 So power energy consumed  during transfer of above water 2069760Lts  is 

1153.535 unit 
 Power energy save1153.535 unit. 
 Unit rate approx…at MP Is 12 Rs/ unit so total coat of energy is 

1153.535x12=13326.42 
 Total save water save cost +powerenergy save cost=5913600+13326.42=Rs. 

5926926.42 
 Hence Actual Saving per month = Rs. 5926926.42 

15. What improvement has been effected and how Following changes have been made in the water filling system in LHB coaches: 
i. Water Tank Level Indicator and overflow outlet pipe has been provided 

in both sides of the coach to ensure prompt indication about overflow.  

ii. Pipe with elbow has been fitted at overflow outlets at both the ends; 

same have been secured with mounting brackets.  

iii. NRV of choke size 40 mm has been incorporated in the water pipeline to 

stop twin function of water filling and water overflow through a single 

pipeline. 

16. Enclose photographs of innovation Attached  below 

17. Certify that the innovation is a first in Indian 
Railways and not copied from anywhere else 

Certified. This system was developed at IND for the first time in WR. 

18. Effectiveness of innovation  
 Wastage of water can be reduced substantially due to prompt indication of overflow at 

both ends. 

 Passenger inconvenience or any untoward incident on platform due to water spilling 

may be avoided. 

18.1 Has it been duplicated anywhere in same 
railway 

NA 

18.2 Has it been duplicated anywhere in other 
railway 

NA 

Modification in Water filling arrangement in LHB rakes: 
 

 
 

 

Before modification: Overflow outlet Additional Water over flow  
provide on both side 

Additional Non return Valve  
provided in water filling pipe line. 



  

Before modification: 
Overflow outlet spilling water on platform 

After modification : Water spilling on platform eliminated 
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Railway Western Railway

Subject Asset Management & Maintenance

Name of Good Work

In-House Development of ?Speed sensor Test bench for live testing of speed sensor on motor of WAP7 and
WAP5 locos?

Summary

The Test Bench is used for live testing of speed sensor on motor of WAP7 and WAP5 loco and testing of speed
sensor along with ensuring correct gap between PGR ring and tip of speed senor.

Detailed Description

Speed sensor is a critical component of 3-phase Traction Motor. It is mounted on the NDE grease cover and
detects the speed of the rotor thereby indicating the healthiness of Traction Motor and its speed. The working
of the speed sensor needs to be checked before fitment on the loco. Any defect in the speed sensor hampers the
loco movement (in GTO locomotives) and isolated the Traction Motor (in IGBT locomotives). Earlier the speed
sensors were tested on the static test bench where in the speed sensor was mounted on an AC motor with the
speed of 300 rpm. Also the gap of the speed sensor could not be ensured while testing. The test set up was
located in Electronic Lab, hence whenever the speed sensor were to be tested they had to be taken to E-lab for
testing. ELS-BRC has In-House developed ?Traction Motor Speed Sensor? for testing the TM Speed sensor
along with Traction Motor. By this new arrangement, speed sensors are tested along with Traction Motors after
fitment and at the testing speed of Traction Motor. Speed for testing is not not restricted to 300 rpm (as
previous test method) but will be tested on variable rpm up to max 1200 rpm at which the traction motor is
tested.

Impact/Benefits

? The speed sensor cab be tested along with the traction ? Motor at the max. RPM of the testing machine. ? The
required air gap between the PGR ring and the ? speed sensor can be adjusted while the testing of the ? speed
sensor. ? Both GTO and IGBT speed sensor can be tested on ? the same test bench without any further
modification ? in wiring. ? Improves reliability of locomotive. ? Cost efficient ? Reduction in down time of loco.
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SPEED SENSOR TEST BENCH 

 
In-House developed Speed sensor test bench 

 
Earlier process of speed sensor testing 
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Railway Western Railway

Subject Safety Improvement

Name of Good Work

Next signal alert device in driving cabs of EMU rakes fitted with M/s MEDHA electrics.

Summary

To avoid SPAD cases, vital safe device named as Next Signal Red Alert Device (NSR-AD) have been provided in
driving cabs of EMU rakes fitted with M/s Medha Electrics.

Detailed Description

The next signal red alert device has been provided in 46 cabs fitted with Siemens make AWS. However the
system is not suitable for interfacing with MEDHA make AAWS. The MEDHA make AAWS consists of PCBs
with connectors soldered to the PCB tracks . This makes it difficult to interface the NSRAD device with the
AAWS. In order to overcome the problem of interfacing a innovative system was developed using optical sensor
which detects yellow light on AAWS indication panel whenever the yellow LED is lit on crossing yellow signal
aspect. This sensor triggers a Audio unit which announces that next signal is red in Hindi and English. The
Audio unit also consists of red LED for visual warning on crossing yellow signal aspect. In case M/man does
not require the announcement an acknowledgement button is provided on the audio unit which on being
pressed will stop the announcement for 20 seconds approximately.

Impact/Benefits Prevent signal passing at danger by Motorman.
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Railway Western Railway

Subject Cost Reduction

Name of Good Work

Interchangeability of M/s Medha and M/s Laxvan speedometer provided in EMU rakes

Summary

M/s Laxvan and M/s Medha make Speedometers were not interchangeable in Bombardier electrics fitted EMU
rakes due to mismatch of digital output connector and changing the connectors would require grounding of
rake.

Detailed Description

Switchgear department of EMU Carshed, Mumabi central has developed a special connector which has made
interchangeability possible and no additional work is required on rake.

Impact/Benefits

This has saved cost of maintaining two different types of inventory at large scale
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Railway Western Railway

Subject Operations Improvement

Name of Good Work

Installation of ACP isolation MCB in every conventional DMCs to reducing of malfunctioning of ACP and earth faults

Summary

Conventional MEMU rakes are provided with ACP MCB to isolate ACP of particular coach in case of malfunctioning and earth fault. Due to this
MCB provision by MEMU Shed affected DMC with earth fault/ malfunction in ACP circuit can be individually bypass and ACP in all other
coaches in rake will be working normal. This will thus ensure passenger safety as complete ACP arrangement of rake will be working and in
case of emergency passenger can avail the ACP facility and train can be stopped accordingly by motorman.

Detailed Description

ACP arrangement is as part of safety devices fitted in MEMU coaches and is provided in all MEMU coaches to alert motorman in case of
emergency faced by passengers while on board of MEMU service. As per old arrangement there was single MCB in driver cab for isolation of
ACP circuit in case of fault or mal-operation of ACP in MEMU rake. But due to this isolation ACP working of complete rake gets ceased and
ACP working can only be made operational till fault or mal-operation is attended, which may cause detention. Thus ACP isolation MCB is now
provided in every DMCs for safety of ACP system circuit to protect circuit in case of earth fault. Due to this MCB provision by MEMU Shed
affected DMC with earth fault/ malfunction in ACP circuit can be individually bypass and ACP in all other coaches in rake will be working
normal. This will thus ensure passenger safety as complete ACP arrangement of rake will be working and in case of emergency passenger can
avail the ACP facility and train can be stopped accordingly by motorman.

Impact/Benefits

ACP is a safety device and require to work always during an emergency. If any malfunction and earth fault in any DMCs then tripping of
additional MCB so that ACP will not isolate from whole rake. This modification is improving passenger safety and punctuality of MEMU Rake.
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Installation of ACP isolation switch in conventional DMC 
 

Railway: Western Railway 

 

Subject: Provision of Alarm Chain Pulling (ACP) isolation MCB in conventional DMC for 

improving passenger safety and punctuality in MEMU train. 

 

Name of Good Work: Installation of ACP isolation MCB in every conventional DMCs to reducing 

of malfunctioning of ACP and earth faults. 

 

Summary: Conventional MEMU rakes are provided with ACP MCB to isolate ACP of particular 

coach in case of malfunctioning and earth fault. Due to this MCB provision by MEMU Shed 

affected DMC with earth fault/ malfunction in ACP circuit can be individually bypass and ACP in 

all other coaches in rake will be working normal. This will thus ensure passenger safety as complete 

ACP arrangement of rake will be working and in case of emergency passenger can avail the ACP 

facility and train can be stopped accordingly by motorman. 

 

Detailed Description: ACP arrangement is as part of safety devices fitted in MEMU coaches and is 

provided in all MEMU coaches to alert motorman in case of emergency faced by passengers while 

on board of MEMU service. As per old arrangement there was single MCB in driver cab for 

isolation of ACP circuit in case of fault or mal-operation of ACP in MEMU rake. But due to this 

isolation ACP working of complete rake gets ceased and ACP working can only be made 

operational till fault or mal-operation is attended, which may cause detention. Thus ACP isolation 

MCB is now provided in every DMCs for safety of ACP system circuit to protect circuit in case of 

earth fault. Due to this MCB provision by MEMU Shed affected DMC with earth fault/ malfunction 

in ACP circuit can be individually bypass and ACP in all other coaches in rake will be working 

normal. This will thus ensure passenger safety as complete ACP arrangement of rake will be 

working and in case of emergency passenger can avail the ACP facility and train can be stopped 

accordingly by motorman. 

 

Impact/ Benefits: ACP is a safety device and require to work always during an emergency. If any 

malfunction and earth fault in any DMCs then tripping of additional MCB so that ACP will not 

isolate from whole rake. This modification is improving passenger safety and punctuality of MEMU 

Rake. 
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Railway Western Railway

Subject Operations Improvement

Name of Good Work Additional arrangement to provide uninterrupted battery supply to Aux Control unit in case of Battery Direct Fuse failure or in case of Battery 

Summary

Previously Aux computer unit supply is getting from BD Only & Now Aux computer Unit Getting Supply from both BD & BN Supply. In case of failure in Battery or BD Fuse no
with BN Supply.

Detailed Description

Before this modification was done, only Battery direct supply was given to Auxiliary computer Unit (ACU), so in case of battery drain or battery protection fuse blown there wo
of all auxiliary supplies i.e., 415VAC, 110VAC of that particular unit, and in this case we need to provide external supply arrangement to charge the batteries, so to mitigate this 
Modification ACU is given one more additional supply from other DMC, this will facilitate battery charging of Rundown/failure battery.

Impact/Benefits

Aux Control Unit work with Dual Supply & will Run Continuously in case of Battery failure / Rundown Supply Failure. No external supply is require to charge the Rundown ba
ACU which will facilitate battery charging of Rundown/failure battery. This will improve the reliability of the ACU and reduce ACU failure.
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Adding Diode panel modification for Aux control unit supply CB  
 

Railway: Western Railway 
 

Subject: Design improvement for Aux Control unit supply for improves battery supply.  
 

Name of Good Work: Additional arrangement to provide uninterrupted battery supply to Aux 

Control unit in case of Battery Direct Fuse failure or in case of Battery failure / Rundown condition. 
 

Summary: Previously Aux computer unit supply is getting from BD Only & Now Aux computer 

Unit Getting Supply from both BD & BN Supply. In case of failure in Battery or BD Fuse no 

Impact on ACU, Now ACU will work uninterrupted with BN Supply. 
 

Detailed Description:  

Before this modification was done, only Battery direct supply was given to Auxiliary computer Unit 

(ACU), so in case of battery drain or battery protection fuse blown there would be no any supply to 

ACU which may cause stoppage of all auxiliary supplies i.e., 415VAC, 110VAC of that particular 

unit, and in this case we need to provide external supply arrangement to charge the batteries, so to 

mitigate this circumstance a diode panel is provided. After this Modification ACU is given one 

more additional supply from other DMC, this will facilitate battery charging of Rundown/failure 

battery. 

 

Impact/ Benefits:  

Aux Control Unit work with Dual Supply & will Run Continuously in case of Battery failure / 

Rundown Supply Failure. No external supply is require to charge the Rundown battery as there will 

be additional supply available to run ACU which will facilitate battery charging of Rundown/failure 

battery. This will improve the reliability of the ACU and reduce ACU failure. 
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Railway Western Railway

Subject Operations Improvement

Name of Good Work In house Manufacturing of Adaptor Bolt for bearing extractor.

Summary

In house Manufacturing of Adaptor Bolt for bearing extractor. It is Minimize Breakdown and reducing
operating cost.

Detailed Description

In ICF roller bearing section bearings are pulled out with the help of bearing extractor during IOH of ICF
bogies. However, problem of frequent breaking of adaptor bolt was faced in this work. To avoid frequent
failure, machine shop at PRTN workshop has made oversized bolt as compared to existing one to enhance its
strength, while keeping the same size thread inside adaptor. This modification has prevented such failures.

Impact/Benefits Minimize Breakdown and reducing operating cost.
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Annexure-B 

BEST INNOVATION FOR THE YEAR: 2021-22 
OF PRATAPNAGAR WORKSHOP 

1. Name of Innovation : In house Manufacturing of Adaptor Bolt for bearing 
extractor. 

2. Name of Railway : Western Railway 
3. Name of Unit in which innovation 

has been effected 
: PRTN Workshop, WR 

4. Date of commissioning of 
Innovation 

: August  2021 

5. Month and Award for the Best 
innovation for Division / 
Workshop  

: -- 

6. Date and letter number of 
Circulation of innovation to other 
Division / Workshop 

: -- 

7. Quarter of Award for best 
innovation for Zone / PU 

: -- 

8. Date and letter Number of 
circulation to other Zone / PU 

: -- 

9. Name  / Designation of Group 
leader who effected innovation 

: Shri Dhananjay Dey SSE/Mfg. 

10 Name  / Designation of Group 
members  who effected 
innovation 

: Shri Sanjay Engineer 

11. Cost of Innovation : Rs. 400 (Labour) 
12. Brief Description : In ICF roller bearing section bearings are pulled 

out with the help of bearing extractor during IOH of 
ICF bogies. However, problem of frequent breaking 
of adaptor bolt was faced in this work. To avoid 
frequent failure, machine shop at PRTN workshop 
has made oversized bolt as compared to existing 
one to enhance its strength, while keeping the 
same size thread inside adaptor. This modification 
has prevented such failures. 

13. Saving effected per month / 
Earnings increased (Rs.) 

: Rs. 4500 

14. How saving / Earnings been 
calculated  

: Local Market Survey 

15. What improvement has been 
effected and how 

: Minimize Breakdown and reducing operating cost. 

16. Enclose photographs of 
innovation 

: Yes 

17. Certify that innovation is a first in 
Indian Railways and not copied  
from another Unit of Indian 
railway 

: Yes 

18. Effectiveness if innovation  : 100% 
18 
(1) 

Has it been duplicated anywhere 
in same Railway 

: No 

18 
(2) 

Has it been duplicated anywhere 
in different Railway 

: No 
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